Abstraction methods have become one of the most interesting topics in the automatic verification of software systems because they can reduce the state space to be explored and allow model checking of more complex systems. Nevertheless, there is a lack of tools actually supporting this technique. One direction for abstracting a system is to transform its formal description (its model) into a simpler version specified in the same language, thus skipping the construction of a specific (model checking) tool for the abstract model. The abstraction of the model should be followed by the abstraction of the temporal formulas to be checked. This paper presents αSpin, a tool for the integration of several abstraction approaches (for models and formulas) into the well known model checker Spin. In particular, αSpin integrates two dual approaches, the classic abstraction method, based on underapproximating properties, and an alternative approach, proposed by the authors, where abstraction provides an over-approximation of the formulas. 2
Introduction
Computer based verification methods, such as model checking [1] , have become realistic techniques to be used in the development of critical systems. However, model checking is only fruitful when a useful model of a system is available. By useful we mean an abstract representation of the system, containing only the details which ensure that satisfaction (non-satisfaction) of certain properties provides us with information about the actual behavior of the system. Models describing an excess of details may produce the state explosion problem, which could prevent the use of current tools to fully analyze them. This problem affects both the symbolic method, and explicit model checking; both of them employ ideas of abstract interpretation [5] to construct abstract state spaces or models [2, 6, 4, 13] . Whereas most proposals to implement abstraction focus on the symbolic approach, there is a great demand for tools for the second approach. This paper presents a method to extend explicit model checkers with abstraction. Although our technique can be applied to different tools, we describe αSpin, an implementation on top of Spin [16, 17] .
Extending a model checker with automatic abstraction should improve some of the classical steps enumerated by Clarke et al. in [2] : a) defining one abstraction function suitable for the temporal property to be verified, b) constructing the abstract model, and c) relating the verification results to the behavior of the original (concrete) model.
As regards step (a), we propose the use of an abstraction library with previously defined abstraction functions that can be used depending on the properties to be analyzed [10] . This idea is also employed in [9] and [13] .
Our method to construct the abstract model (b) is based on syntactic transformation of the model and the formulas. This allows us to reuse the same tool (Spin) to verify the abstract model. The approach also gives us a framework to reason about correctness of the transformation, as discussed in [10] . Finally, we based the transformation on the use of xml [19] in order to be as independent as possible of the actual modelling language [12] .
Regarding the relation of results (step c), the classic method to abstract temporal logic is based on defining an abstract satisfability relation which under-approximates the standard one [2, 6] . As a consequence, it is suitable to check whether a temporal formula is true for all execution paths (satisfaction of universal properties). We introduce a new approach based on over-approximation of temporal formulas [11] , which can be employed to ensure that it is impossible for any path in the abstract model to satisfy a formula (refutation of existential formulas). Our experience suggests that, given a model, both dual methods can be efficiently employed in the verification work. We have thus integrated both techniques in our current implementation, αSpin. Furthermore, the implementation also allows us to explore how to obtain more benefits from the combination of both approaches in the same formula.
Abstraction by syntactic transformation is also supported by other tools, but they are mainly oriented to programming languages, and not to formal description techniques. Furthermore, these tools produce the abstract model in a different language, thus lacking the advantage of reusing the model checker. Tools like FeaVer [18] , Bandera [9] or the first version of JPF [15] are considered abstraction tools for Spin because they produce (extract) promela code from the source code (C, Java). We believe that αSpin is complementary to these tools because they deal with different problems. In model extraction, the major aim seems to be how to "remove" great amounts of code to obtain the promela model. In our case, we start with a relatively simple model, and our work focuses on incrementally applying abstraction to the initial and the new promela models. See [7] for an overview of abstraction techniques and associated tools. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some preliminary background on Spin and its input languages. Sections 3 and 4 present the theoretical basis to support correct abstraction by transformation of promela and temporal logic, respectively. In Section 5, we explain how to use αSpin with a previously published lift controller system as the case study [8] . Section 6 is devoted to the implementation details of αSpin. In the last section we discuss the main contributions of the work, and outline some future works.
PROMELA, LTL and SPIN
In the last few years, Spin has become one of the most employed model checkers in both academic and industrial areas [16, 17] . It supports the verification of usual safety properties (like deadlock absence) in systems written in the modelling language promela, as well as the analysis of complex requirements expressed with Linear Temporal Logic (ltl). It is also used as the platform to try new powerful algorithms to attack the state explosion problem.
Modelling with promela
promela is a language designed for describing systems composed of concurrent asynchronous communicating processes. A promela model P = P roc 1 || . . . ||P roc n consists of a finite set of processes, global and local channels, and global and local variables. Processes communicate via message passing through channels. Communication may be asynchronous using channels as bounded buffers, and synchronous using channels with size zero. Global channels and variables determine the environment in which processes run, while local channels and variables establish the internal local state of processes.
promela is a non-deterministic language that borrows some concepts and syntax elements from Dijkstra's guarded command language, Hoare's CSP language and C programming language (see Fig. 1 ). A promela process is defined as a sequence of possibly labelled sentences preceded by the declarative part (see example in Fig. 2 ). Basic sentences in promela are those that produce a definite effect over the model state; in other words, the assignments, the instructions for sending (receiving) messages to (from) channels and the Boolean expressions, BExp, that include tests over variables and contents 
Temporal logic
Spin verifies ltl formulas against promela models. Well-formed formulas of linear temporal logic (ltl) are inductively constructed from a set of atomic propositions (in promela, propositions are tests over data, channels or labels), the standard Boolean operators, and the temporal operators: always "2", eventually "3" , next "O", and until "U". Formulas are interpreted with respect to model state sequences t i = s i → s i+1 → . . .. Each sequence expresses a possible model execution from state s i . The use of temporal operators permits construction of formulas that depend on the current and future states of a configuration sequence. The semantics of ltl is shown in Fig. 3 where p is a proposition, and f and g are temporal formulas. For the sake of convenience, we assume that all formulas are in negation normal form, that is, negations only appear in propositions. Note that we have not included a rule defining the satisfaction of a negated formula. Instead, we treat the evaluation of negated propositions independently of their corresponding non-negated ones. The reason for this will be explained in Section 4. The two last rules in Fig. 3 define the semantics of the universal and existential temporal formulas. There, M represents the set of execution traces produced by the model.
Spin
By default, given a ltl formula, Spin translates it into an automata that represents an undesirable behavior (which is claimed to be impossible). Then, verification consists of an exhaustive exploration of the state space searching
Fig. 3. LTL Semantics
for executions that satisfy the automata. If such an execution exists, then the tool reports it as a counterexample for the property. If the model is explored and a counterexample is not found, then the model satisfies the ltl property as a universal property. The same verification scheme can be employed to check whether a formula cannot be satisfied by any path (refutation of existential properties). These two ways of using ltl are presented in a user friendly interface called XSpin, as shown in Fig. 2 . The first case corresponds to marking "All Executions" and the second one to "No Executions". Although there are many real examples where the verification can be done with standard exhaustive verification, Spin also implements optimization techniques to deal with complex systems. Partial order reduction replaces several interleaved sequences of events (sentences) by only one that represents the whole set. State compression reduces the use of memory by compressing the representation of the states without losing information. Bit-state hashing represents states as bits in a hash table, so in many cases the analysis is only partial. Our new tool preserves these optimization techniques.
Abstracting PROMELA
The first step for realizing abstract model checking is to reduce the model to be analyzed. In [10] , we described a method based on the source-to-source transformation to abstract promela models. The main idea in this work is that for abstracting models it suffices to replace the original type definitions (data and basic operations) by simpler ones, in such a way that the control part of the program (high level operations like non-determinism selection and loops, co-routines and so on) remain unchanged. From a practical point of view, this observation is very important, because it allows us to isolate the program points that must be changed when abstracting a model independently of the complexity of the language constructions. In addition, this modular vision facilitates the definition of abstractions, the analysis of the correctness of the abstraction and even the implementation.
In the rest of the section we summarize the theoretical background supporting the source-to-source transformation method. Let State denote the set of system states. We define functions effect : Basic × State → State and test : BExp × State → {f alse, true} which describe the effect of executing a basic sentence and a test in a given state, respectively. The semantic function 
defines an abstract behavior, easier to be analyzed, for the same model M .
For instance, Fig. 2 shows an excerpt of a promela model that represents the behavior of a lift (extracted from [8] ). In order to simplify the exposition, we assume that system states are given by the value of the variable Position α allows us to include the notion of approximation in the abstract domain FLOORS: the abstract value noUpper approximates any floor different from the Upper one, thus noUpper is an abstract value less precise than both Lower and Middle. Value Unknown is the least precise abstract data since it represents any floor. Finally, value ⊥ is used to represent illegal values.
The redefinition of states involves the redefinition of the effect of basic sentences. The table in Fig. 4 shows a definition of the abstract effect.
Correctness
Given an abstraction function α, it is clear that functions effect α and test α may be arbitrarily defined. However the interest of the approach is in preserving some correction properties between G(M, effect, test) and G(M, effect α , test α ). In [10] there is an exhaustive study of the correctness conditions that test α and effect α must verify for G(M, effect α , test α ) to be a correct over-approximation of G(M, effect, test).
. . could be approximated by the abstract trace
We have labelled each transition with the basic instruction executed. Note that we have used the table in Fig. 4 to realize each abstract transition.
We implement the loss of information when executing abstract operations using specific abstract constants instead of sets of constants as employed in [9] : for example, when the value M iddle is incremented, we use the value noUpper instead of the set {Lower, M iddle}. When applied to abstract tests, this means that function test α always produces a safe result, that is, it returns true iff in some concrete execution the value true may be returned. Thus, given p ∈ BExp, and s α ∈ State α , function test α is defined as
In addition, in the following section, we will make use of the abstracted constants to implement the over-approximation method for evaluating temporal formulas.
Syntactic transformation of Promela
The syntactic transformation of a promela model M to obtain a new model M α is based on replacing each basic instruction in M by a standard promela code that implements test α and effect α . Then the verification is carried out by only executing standard promela instructions. This approach corresponds to implementing a verifier for G(M α , test, effect). In this code, the constant ILLEGAL is employed to represent ⊥. The code in Fig. 2 
((x==Upper)&&(y==noLower)) || ((x==noLower)&&(y==Upper)) || ((x==Lower)&&(y==noUpper)) || ((x==noUpper)&&(y==Lower)) || ((x==Middle)&&(y==noUpper)) || ((x==noUpper)&&(y==Middle)) || ((x==Middle)&&(y==noLower)) || ((x==noLower)&&(y==Middle)) || ((x==Unknown)) || ((y==Unknown))) #define FLR_EQ(x,y) (FLR_EQw(x,y) || FLR_EQs(x,y))
Function FLR EQ verifies the correctness conditions (studied in [10] ) necessary for the abstract model to correctly simulate the original one. Informally, FLR EQ(x,y) is true when a == b holds for some concrete data a and b abstracted by x and y, respectively, as defined in (Over) equation. This explains why FLR EQ(Upper,noLower) returns true. The reason for defining FLR EQ using two macros (FLR EQs and FLR EQw) will be explained below.
The user has to select the variables to be abstracted and the abstraction to be applied (α), and then the transformation is automatically performed.
Abstracting Temporal Logic
Once the model has been reduced using the method described in the previous section, the following step is to define the satisfaction of a temporal formula over the abstract model (which is called the abstract satisfaction) and to relate it with the satisfaction the formula over the original one.
Atomic propositions in ltl formulas regarding promela models are Boolean expressions. Thus, considering the standard notion of satisfiability given in Fig. 3 , and following the same idea used for abstracting the model, we may assert that in order to define the abstract satisfaction of a temporal formula it suffices to define the abstract satisfaction of the atomic propositions. One clear possibility is to use the function test α , as defined in the previous section (Over), to evaluate the atomic propositions. Using test α leads us to construct the so-called over-approximation method for abstracting temporal formulas, which has been studied at length in [11] α incorporates the dual method that may be of interest in some occasions, as discussed in the next section. Now, we summarize the main theoretical results concerning the relation between the abstract satisfaction of temporal formulas over the abstract model (using both the classic and the over-approximated method) and the satisfaction over the concrete model.
In the rest of the section, we write:
We also extend |=, |= α and |= α c to abstract traces defining the meaning of temporal operators as in Fig. 3 . Note that, for instance, when we write
c f , and so on. The following theorem presents two direct results of the previous definitions. In the theorem, we assume that G(M, effect α , test α ) is a correct overapproximation of model G(M, effect, test) in the sense described in the previous section, and that the original model is deadlock-free.
The first result corresponds to the classic weak preservation of universal properties studied in [6] . Using the classic methodology, the satisfaction of universal properties is directly preserved from the abstract to the concrete model. The second result is the dual preservation result. Using the over-approximation method, the refutation of existential properties is directly preserved from the abstract to the concrete model. Note that these results are not equivalent because they deal with negation using non-standard and dual approaches. Given a proposition p and an abstract state s α , using definition (Under), it is possible that for the classic method neither test 
Syntactic transformation of LTL
The syntactic transformation of temporal formulas is straightforward on the basis of the previous discussion. The first step consists of writing the formula in negative normal form (if necessary). Then the propositions are automatically replaced by the abstract implementation of the test, depending on the method to be employed. For the implementation of the over-approximation method, propositions are defined using the same definition of test α employed to transform the model. But the implementation of test α c must be more restrictive than test α in order to ensure the criterium defined above (U nder). A definition like #define FLR_EQs(x,y) ((x==Lower&&y==Lower)||(x==Upper&&y==Upper)) implements the (classic) abstract test for (i==j). Informally, FLR EQs(x,y) is true when a == b holds for every concrete data a and b abstracted by x and y, respectively, as defined in (U nder). Note that FLR EQ uses the two macros FLR EQs and FLR EQw in order to consider the cases where only some concrete states satisfy (i==j).
Using αSpin: A case study
In this section, we describe the main functionality that αSpin adds to Spin/XSpin Our case study is a variant of the promela code for an elevator controller presented in [8] . In this section, we show how to employ the dual approaches for the refutation and verification of temporal properties.
The first experiment is to discard errors by refutation (with the over approximation method). The second one consists of checking a desired universal property with the classic method.
The model
The original specification considers a controller system to manage n lifts, and our aim is to verify that the same control structure also works for only one lift. Following the rules about how to construct suitable models for verification, we have made a set of changes to work with one lift (see Fig. 5 ). The input to the system is modelled by a process that produces user requests from inside the lift (internal requests). The lift is represented with the Lift() process that receives orders to move up, down and stop, thus updating the Position of each one. The control part receives the inputs and sends the orders to the Lift() process. This part is divided into several processes (SysLift(), Fig. 2 shows the updating of this variable in the Lift() process depending on the order from the control part (Up, Down, Stop).
Discarding errors
One critical property to check whether the control system works properly is the absence of movement in the absence of requests. The property NoMove says that "the lift never starts the movement without any request". If we want to check the property when the lift is on the lower floor, we can encode it as the temporal formula and then we can use Spin to verify that there are no executions satisfying the formula (done in Fig. 2 ), where the propositions posL and posAboveL represent whether the lift is currently on or above the lower floor, and no request represents that there are no users for the lift. These propositions are defined according to their interpretation standard or abstract as defined in Section 4.
The main problem in verifying the concrete model (with standard meaning for propositions) is that the verification time is highly dependent on the number of floors, and it is not scalable when this parameter is increased to high values. Fortunately, propositions in the formula NoMove give us a guide on how to abstract. As the evaluation of these propositions mainly relies on the value of the variable Position[], and this variable is used as a counter, we could employ the FLOORS abstraction to reduce the state space to be visited. However, the use of FLOORS implies that the global array internal request[nb floor] has to be abstracted by an array with only three components. This information is suggested by the abstraction tool by analyzing the structure of the model, and it can also be guessed by the user from the output like the one in Fig. 5 . The GUI gives information about the variables contained within the model (name, type and context: global or local), the available templates in the abstraction library suitable for the variables in the temporal formula and the current binding of variables to abstraction functions (Position [1] will be abstracted using FLR). When the abstraction functions have been selected, αSpin performs the syntactic transformation of the model depending on the user's choice. When the choice is Property holds for No Executions (error behaviour), as shown in Fig. 6 , the code is produced to employ the over-approximation of the formula. The macros FLR EQ, FLR GT, FLR NE, .. implement this over-approximation, test α , as described before. As shown in Fig. 6 the error is not present either in the abstract model or, using Theorem 4.1, in the concrete model.
The benefits of using the abstract formula to discard this error are summarized in Fig. 8 . The formula employed to check movement is the previous one extended to also consider departure for upper and middle floors. The expected number of visited states is greatly reduced compared to the concrete model (see Fig. 8 ). Furthermore, the variation of the number of states is linear with respect to the number of floors.
Verification of a desired behaviour
After discarding the key critical error behaviors, we proceed by verifying that the lift system works to provide the intended service. The property Move says that "the lift always starts the movement to the requested floor"
The version of the property as a desirable behaviour could be as follows:
where the propositions reqL,reqU and reqM represent requests from Lower, U pper and M iddle floors, respectively. Propositions posU, posBelowU, posL, posAboveL, and noPosM represent whether the lift is currently at, above or below, a specific floor. Again, these propositions are defined according to the interpretation standard or non-standard, depending on how the verification is to be performed (with concrete or abstract model). The model is transformed (automatically) in the same way that the refutation case, but when selecting Property holds for All Executions (desired behaviour), the formula is transformed (automatically) to employ the classic method. Note that in Fig. 7 the propositions in the formula are defined using the macros FLR EQs, FLR GTs, FLR NEs, ... that implement the classic 
Implementation
The main design criteria in our abstraction tool is to obtain as much independence with respect to particular modelling languages and model checkers as possible. So we consider xml as the unique internal representation to perform the abstraction by transformation as shown in Fig. 9 . The actual modelling language can be translated into this representation by a front-end module (steps 1 and 2 in Fig. 9 ) and the final abstracted model for the model checker can be produced by a specific back-end module (steps 6 and 7). Furthermore, if we use the same internal notation for both models and abstraction functions, we can concentrate efforts in developing reusable techniques and uniform tools for transformation based abstraction.
In addition to practical reasons like the use of browsers and other userfriendly presentation tools, the development of xml oriented tools is supported by a number of more technical reasons (see [12] ). As every model checker uses a particular input, from the point of view of the modelling language, each one has a specific parser and additional support to convert the model specification into a suitable internal data structure for the model checking phase. Unfortunately, it is not a common practice to have access to this internal representation, because model checking tools are source-closed or not flexible enough for implementing data transformation or manipulation via a set of APIs, as required in abstraction. Even in cases of open-source projects like Spin, most of the work to perform abstraction cannot be directly reused for other model checkers. In addition, the xml representation of the model facilitates traditional tasks in abstraction tools, such as finding relationships among variables or locating the points where a particular variable is employed.
As regards abstraction functions, xml is a powerful means to represent the mapping between concrete and abstract data and abstract operations, including details such as the type of the operands, associativity rules, etc (see Fig. 10 ). Furthermore, the whole abstraction library can be defined as an xml repository.
The current implementation is composed of the modules shown in Fig. 9 . Most of them have been completed, and we are now working on the abstraction prover, that will assist in generating new correct abstraction functions to be included in the library.
Concluding Remarks
The main contribution of this paper is the presentation of a tool to perform abstraction by syntactic transformation in the context of explicit model checking. We have presented the actual state of αSpin, a tool that integrates the classic method for abstraction and our over-approximation method. Documentation and current and future versions of αSpin can be found at [20] .
The theoretical approach that support the transformation gives us a safe framework to extend implementation preserving the relation between the results in the abstract and the concrete models (and formulas). For example, we have implemented a method to check existential properties (those that are true for at least one path) [6] . To do that, the model has to be transformed , and the formula is transformed using test α c . We are now extending the theoretical framework to give support to new transformations (a related work can be found in [4] ).
Other interesting contributions are the use of abstraction libraries and the use of xml to support the abstraction process. The library should be employed to store new functions that are revealed as useful in the verification experiences. It is even possible to give a taxonomy to these functions to make their use easier [14] . Again, xml is a good candidate to store this information.
Our future work is to add strategies to automatically analyze the correctness of abstraction functions using PVS. Another line of work is to improve counterexample analysis [3] .
